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“Well, then, we’ll choose this place, and I’m afraid the Immortal Emperor will have to weigh in anyway
now with the strength of the three of us.”Divine Nun said.
Immediately after that, Omi established a power in the Northern Club Lu Continent, called the ‘Divine
Kingdom’.
All powers of all sizes in the entire Northern Rubble Continent had to submit to the rule of the Divine
Kingdom.
The Academy of Immortality was also directly occupied by Omi.
After all the preliminary formalities were completed, Omi was ready to choose a day to become king
and officially announce the world.
The date was, three months later on the 15th.
Omi sent out invitations inviting all the powers of the Earth Immortal Realm to attend the King
Ceremony.
Right now in the Immortal Realm.
“Bang.”The Immortal Emperor summoned everyone here and slammed the table.
“Omi, he’s too arrogant, he’s simply defiant.”The Immortal Emperor shouted, but no one made a sound
from the crowd of immortals below the palace.
“In the past, even if someone claimed to be king, it was only in some remote area, and this emperor
just turned a blind eye, but Omi, right at our feet, and directly declaring the entire Northern Ru
Continent to be his, what an outrageous thing to do.All Immortals, do you have any suggestions?”The
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However, no one from the crowd of immortals spoke.
“Three-Eyed War God, what is your good strategy?”
“Back to the Immortal Emperor, there’s nothing I can do, that Omi has long-range attacking skills, I
don’t think anyone would want to fight him.”
“Are you all just going to allow Omi to encroach on my Immortal Court’s territory like this?”
“Immortal Emperor, what do you want to prepare by calling us all here today?Suffice it to say, in a
nutshell, if everyone is willing to attack Omi, I’ll be there, after all, he’s sure to be pretty
wild.”Windfire War God said.

“Very well, this emperor is planning to do just that, while Omi is still not fully established, we’ll send
200,000 celestial soldiers, plus all the war gods, I don’t believe that we can’t kill Omi, so what if he’s
great at long-range attacks, can’t we surround him to death with so many of us?”
The immortals nodded their heads.
Omi didn’t have a single soldier, 200,000 celestial soldiers plus more than 30 war gods, what reason
did Omi have for not dying?If this doesn’t even kill him, then it’s obvious that God is favoring him.
“Everyone listen up, three months from now, the day Omi officially becomes king will be the time to
annihilate Omi.Now everyone go back and make all preparations.”
“Yes.”
At that moment, the Purple Nobile War God asked, “Immortal Emperor, what if Omi learns the news
and cancels his claim to be king?”
“If he cancels his claim to be king, that means he’s afraid, now that he’s spread the news out, it’s up to
him if he has the guts to claim the title.”
“Haha, Immortal Emperor is right, if he insists on calling himself king, we’ll annihilate him, if he cancels
his claim to be king, he’ll be laughed at.”
The Immortal Emperor snorted, “I’d rather this son of a bitch call himself king and give me a chance to
round up and annihilate him.Otherwise, he’s running north and south in the heavens and there’s really
no chance to round up and annihilate him.”
The news that the Immortal Emperor was going to attack Omi on the day he claimed the throne
quickly spread throughout the Immortal Realm.
On this day, Omi was preparing for the matters before he would be crowned king, and a man came.
“Brother Tang.”
“Ah, Brother Cheng, what are you doing here.”
The person who came was Omi’s former friend in the Immortal Realm, Ming Cheng.
“Ah Tangdi, I already know that you are preparing to become king in three months, right.”
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“Dondi, never, stop your suicide immediately.”Ming Cheng stopped it.
“Brother Cheng, after such a long time, you just came to persuade me to stop?”
“Brother Tang, right now the Immortal Emperor is mobilizing the Heavenly Soldiers, if you dare to
claim the title of king, the Immortal Emperor will immediately send 200,000 Heavenly Soldiers plus
more than 30 war gods to come and annihilate you to death.I know you’re not weak now, but you don’t
have a single soldier, how are you going to fight against the Immortal Emperor?”Ming Cheng advised.

“Really, the Immortal Emperor is preparing to attack me?Those war gods underneath that hand,
willing to be dispatched by him?”
“Tangdi, with so many people around to annihilate you, those war gods are one hundred percent sure,
so why wouldn’t they dare.”
“Oh, so.”Omi had to think about it.
“Tangdi, listen to me, don’t take such big steps, you’re too ambitious this time, you have the biggest
appetite among the forces that have ever claimed the throne.If you really want to have your own
power, you might as well learn from the others and go to the fringes to claim kings first, so that the
Immortal Court can save face.You’re making the Immortal Court lose face now, and not only the
Immortal Emperors, but also the War Gods think you’re a bit arrogant.”
“Oh.”
“Brother Tang, you discuss this properly, I’m leaving first, I don’t dare to stay here any longer.”
“Go slowly, go back and say hello to Ming Yue for me.”
“En.”
Ming Cheng hurriedly left.
Gao Xiaolian and Shenni heard everything and came up.
The divine Nun sighed, “It seems that we did anger the Immortal Court, if we just angered the
Immortal Emperor, then it’s okay, it’s not good to anger the Immortal Court.”
Gao Xiaolian said, “Omi, if it’s true that 200,000 celestial soldiers plus more than three dozen war gods
surround and annihilate us, we will definitely die, ten of them will beat us one by one, we won’t be
able to escape.”
“But the invitation has been sent out, in three months, all the other major powers of the Earth
Immortal Realm will come to participate in the celebration, and it would be too shameful to cancel it
now.”
“At this point, you still care about face, is it face or life that matters.”
Omi was depressed, could it really be that he was taking too many steps and pulling his egg?
Omi wouldn’t dare to do that with the Immortal Court, he must think of everyone’s lives.
Omi said, “Don’t be in a hurry to cancel it now, I’ll go talk to the other powers and see, if all the powers
of our Earth Immortal Realm, can unite and deal with the Immortal Court together, if all the powers of
our Earth Immortal Realm unite, we won’t be afraid of the Immortal Court at all.”
“The question is, are they willing?”
“Everything has to be tried.”
At this moment, Mu Qianji walked in and said, “Omi, I just sent a message from Heshan, they said that
they are sorry, they can’t come to our celebration.”

“What do you mean.”Omi’s eyebrows furrowed, the Crane Mountain was one of the great powers of
the Earth Immortal Realm.
“I don’t know.”
The divine nun said, “There’s no need to tell me, it must have heard that the Immortal Court would
attack us on the day of claiming the kingdom, so it won’t come to participate.Tzu-Chen, you still say
you’re going to find them an alliance, but in fact, everyone is wise.”
“I still want to try again.”
So, Omi immediately set out to go to each major power separately.
The first one Omi went to was the Ten Thousand Purple Mountains.
Without even thinking about it, the Ten Thousand Violet Great Sage replied, “Don’t worry, I will
definitely bring all the immortals of my Ten Thousand Violet Mountain to come then.”

